Wild (Bush) Fire near Sydney, Australia
Focus period: 16 – 28 October 2013

Current Fires and Incidents
Map of current Fires and Incidents

maps courtesy of North Sales Wales Rural Rural Fire Service
Loop: NAAPS- FLAMBE 6 hour Emissions
16 – 30 October 2013

Emissions Total=$6.478e+08$ kg log 10 (emitted per 6 hrs)

Sidney

Australia
VIIRS Natural Color
16 – 30 October
light blue = smoke, red = hot spots, dark brown = burn scars
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burn scars

Sidney
VIIRS Nighttime Views 16 – 29 October 2013
VIIRS Visible
16 – 30 October 2013
Extra Slides
VIIRS True Color
Point Sources: easily identified
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